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Abstract
Votes are a straightforward use case of blockchain, it allows them to be transparent
and trustworthy. However, the problem with simple voting smart contracts is lack of
anonymity, anyone can see what anyone has voted for, which allows for social
pressure.

This submission presents a circuit in which, using ZK SNARKS, a voter can prove to
a smart contract they are of the permitted voters set, and what they vote for without
revealing their identity and without allowing for double votes or MITM to replace
one's vote.

How it works
Each voter generates a random 256 bit secret, and sends HMAC(secret, 233-1),
(where 233 -1 means 33 ones), to the vote organizer. We will call this HMAC the
secret's hash.
The vote organizer deploys the smart contract AnonymousVote with the list of
hashes they received from permitted voters, this list will be called the voter set.

In order to vote, each voter would have to prove that they know a secret which its
hash is in the voter set, and send that proof along with a 32 bit voting choice to the
smart contract.
Additionally, to prevent an MITM attack in which one would use that proof but send
another voting choice, they have to send a voting choice hmac and prove that it is
equal to HMAC(secret, voting choice) for that same secret.
To protect from double voting, we require voters to also send an anonymous id which
will be calculated as HMAC(secret, 234 -1), again they need to prove that this
anonymous id is indeed that HMAC. Since this anonymous id is deterministic for a
certain secret, but irreversible, it allows prevention of double votes while preserving
anonymity.

All three arguments:
1. Knowledge of a secret which its hash is in the voter set
2. That the supplied voting choice hmac is equal to HMAC(secret, voting choice)

for that same secret.
3. That the supplied anonymous id is equal to HMAC(secret, 234-1) for that same

secret



Are supplied in one proof for a R1CS circuit, that circuit's verification key is
hardcoded to the AnonymousVote Smart Contract.

The Smart Contract
The smart contract receives voting choice, voting choice hmac, anonymous id, and
proof.
It verifies that proof with the hardcoded verification key for the primary input made
from those parameters along with the voters set that was set when it was deployed.
If the proof is valid, and this anonymous id wasn't used yet, it saves that vote.

Anyone can get the voters set from the smart contract.
Anyone can get the vote's results from the smart contract and they are available
even if not anyone has voted yet.
No one can know what another has voted.
Double votes are not possible.
MITM attacks are not possible.
Therefore, we have a trustworthy, transparent, anonymous, voting smart contract.

Caveats
The number of possible voters is constrained by a constant called MAX_VOTERS
which is hard coded to 10 for simplicity. However, it can be easily changed by
changing that constant and PRIMARY_INPUT_SIZE on both the circuit and the
smart contract.

The HMAC used is based on knapsack_crh, since it is much more R1CS friendly
than sha-256.

The smart contract does not include a time limit or commit reveal for simplicity, but
that too, can be easily added.

Usage instruction:

Getting and Building the CLI app
$ git clone --recurse-submodules

git@github.com:NoamDev/anonymous-vote.git && cd anonymous-vote

You can also use the submission repository under
https://github.com/freeton-org/devex/

$ mkdir build && cd build

https://github.com/NoamDev/anonymous-vote.git


$ cmake ..
$ make cli

Generate Voting Secrets:
From the project root:

$ mkdir secrets && cd secrets

Then run:
$ ../build/bin/cli/cli --generate-vote-secret

It will generate a voting secret and save to ./{the hash of the secret}
To simulate a real vote, run it up to 10 times, then:

$ ls -1 . > ../hash-list.txt

This hash-list.txt now contains the voters set
Now, we will convert it to json:

$ cd ..
$ echo [$(cat hash-list.txt| sed -e s/^/0x/|paste -s -d ',')] >

hash-list.json

Generate a Custom Key Pair (optional, you can also used the
supplied one):
From the project root:

$ ./build/bin/cli/cli --generate-keypair --pko my_pkey --vko my_vkey

Proving key will be written to my_pkey
Verification key will be written to my_vkey
Run:

$ xxd -p my_vkey |tr -d '\n' > my_vkey.txt

Edit/copy smart-contract/AnonymousVote.sol and change m_vkey to hex”{the
contents of my_vkey.txt}”

Deploy AnonymousVote Smart Contract
From the project root:

$ cd smart-contract

Build AnonymousVote.sol if you wish (Or if you changed m_vkey), or use the
supplied tvc and abi.json.

$ tondev c d AnonymousVote -i voters_set:$(cat
../hash-list.json),num_options:{The number of voting options e.g. 2
for a YES/NO vote}

Generate Proof With Supplied Key Pair:
From the project root:



$ ./build/bin/cli/cli --prove --pk pkey -s secrets/{secret hash}
--hash-list hash-list.txt --vote {Your vote choice, a number between
0 to 232-1} --po {file to write the proof to}

Now we will convert it to hex:
$ xxd -p {proof path}| tr -d '\n' > proof.hex

If you want to generate proof with your custom keypair, replace “pkey” with your
custom proving key path in the command above.

The command above would also print vote hmac and anonymous id in hex form,
make sure to save those.

Voting
From the project root:

$ cd smart-contract
$ tondev c r AnonymousVote vote -i proof:$(cat

../proof.hex),vote_choice:{vote choice},vote_hmac:0x{vote
hmac},anonymous_id:0x{anonymous id} --address {contract address} -s
none

Note that we specifically do not sign the message. If we did, it would reveal our
identity.
(In fact, the smart contract would reject signed messages to vote, to at least partially
protect your identity).

Getting voting results
From the project root:

$ cd smart-contract
$ tondev c l AnonymousVote get_results

This will return a mapping where the key is the voting option and the value is how
many have voted for it.

Building and running tests
From the project root:

$ cd build
$ cmake ..
$ make circuit_test && ./bin/cli/test/circuit_test


